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ABSTRACT

We propose an efficient disparity map enhancement method that improves the alignment of disparity edges and
color edges even in the presence of mixed pixels and provides alpha values for pixels at disparity edges as a
byproduct. In contrast to previous publications, the proposed method addresses mixed pixels at disparity edges
and does not introduce mixed disparities that can lead to object deformations in synthesized views. The proposed
algorithm computes transparencies by performing alpha matting per disparity-layer. These alpha values indicate
the degree of affiliation to a disparity-layer and can hence be used as an indicator for a disparity reassignment
that aligns disparity edges with color edges and accounts for mixed pixels. We demonstrate the capabilities of
the proposed method on various images and corresponding disparity maps, including images that contain fuzzy
object borders (e.g., fur). Furthermore, the proposed method is qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated using
disparity ground truth and compared to previously published disparity post-processing methods.
Keywords: Post-processing, stereo matching, disparity map, alpha matting, novel view

1. INTRODUCTION
Disparity maps describe the relative depth of a scene in the form of horizontal displacements of pixel positions
(i.e., disparities) between two images (i.e., a stereo pair) of the same scene that were taken from slightly shifted
viewpoints. Together with one or both views, the disparity map can be used to synthesize a different viewpoint
of the scene (i.e., a novel view). In novel view generation for stereoscopic display/3D-content the quality of an
underlying disparity map contributes to the quality of a synthesized, novel view. Misalignment of disparity and
color edges, inaccuracies due to mixed pixels and mismatches may lead to visual artifacts and object deformations
in the novel views (e.g., Fig. 1, (a)-(d)). This paper proposes an (1) efficient disparity map post-processing method
based on alpha matting that (2) improves the alignment of disparity and color edges even in the presence of
mixed pixels (e.g., Fig. 1, (e)) and (3) provides alpha values at disparity edges as a byproduct. To this end,
the proposed algorithm computes transparencies (alpha values) at disparity edges by performing per-view and
cross-view alpha matting for each disparity-layer. Since these alpha values indicate the degree of affiliation to
a disparity-layer, they can be used as an indicator for disparity reassignments that align disparity edges with
color edges and account for mixed pixels. When using a fast approximate matting algorithm,1 per-view alpha
matting can be implemented very efficiently (i.e., 3 milliseconds per view with 384 × 288 pixels).
Related works focus either on filter-based disparity map refinement as a post-processing step or integrate
methods that handle mixed pixels in the respective stereo matching approaches. One possibility to enhance
disparity maps is to apply general filtering techniques that locally (2D neighborhood) smooth disparities (e.g.,1–8 )
or reassign them according to local statistics (e.g.,9, 10 ). In the context of misalignment of disparity and color
edges, especially edge-preserving filtering techniques that process the disparity map based on its corresponding
color image are of great interest. For example, the joint bilateral filter4 can be used to locally average disparities
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Figure 1. Object deformations in novel views. (a) Left view of a stereo pair and (b) corresponding disparity map with
misaligned edges. (c) Disparity errors: Black pixels denote derivations from a ground truth disparity map. Errors corrected
by our method are marked green. Newly introduced errors are marked red. Novel view generated from (d) unprocessed
and (e) our post-processed disparity map. (f ) Zoom-ins (i.e., (d) top, (e) bottom). Disocclusions are filled with colors
from lower disparities. In (e) improved edge alignment causes improved infilling of actual background colors.

of pixels based on color and spatial similarity and thus to smooth misaligned disparities towards corresponding
color edges (e.g.,5–7 ). Similarly, a more recent edge-preserving filter, the guided image filter,1 can be used to
enhance disparity maps (e.g.,11 ). The guided filter applies a local linear transform of a guidance image (e.g.,
color image) to the input image (e.g., disparity map). Its run time is independent of the filter size and achieves,
when implemented on the GPU, real-time performances (e.g.,9, 12 ). Jiangbo et al.2 generalize the guided filter
for arbitrarily shaped, locally adaptive filter windows. This generalization still averages disparities of pixels
with similar color, but can reduce the undesired smoothing effect that results in mixed disparities at disparity
edges. Generally, such filtering techniques are often efficient, but can introduce mixed disparities due to the
performed averaging. The latter is especially true for mixed pixels that contain colors from the foreground
and the background. Due to the color similarities to foreground and background pixels, the corresponding
averaged disparities are a mixture of the corresponding foreground and background disparities. In contrast to
these filtering techniques, the proposed method assigns mixed pixels to nearby disparities and does not introduce
mixed disparities that can lead to object deformations in novel views.
Regarding the second group of related works, stereo matching approaches that handle mixed pixels have
been proposed (e.g.,13–19 ). In some similarity to the mentioned post-processing filters, these approaches often
compute an initial disparity map that is further refined in subsequent optimization steps that additionally
consider transparencies at object borders. To identify object borders, stereo matching approaches that handle
mixed pixels perform either a computationally expensive color segmentation or a less computationally expensive
segmentation into disparity-layers. Early methods mainly focus on the reduction of artifacts near disparity edges.
For example, they reconstruct disparities near edges through re-projection in multiple images13 or reconstruct a
scene as a collection of partially transparent depth planes.14 Zitnick et al.15 compute alpha values at disparity
edges and smooth nearby disparities according to these alpha values. Thus, their approach introduces new
mixed disparities and is sensitive to disparity errors. Hasinoff et al.16 reduce artifacts at occlusion boundaries
by fitting 3D curves to them and optimizing nearby colors. It is worth noting that their approach requires more
than two input views. Wei and Jiaya17 significantly enhance disparities in scenes with only two disparity-layers
(i.e., foreground and background). Disparities, alpha values and colors near the border between foreground and
background are subsequently re-estimated in a probabilistic framework. In contrast, our proposed method is
applicable to scenes that contain multiple layers. Taguchi et al.18 build upon a color over-segmentation of the
given scene. Each segment is assigned a disparity, colors and alpha values at segment borders. The segment
parameters are updated in alternating a disparity refinement step and a segment refinement step. The latter uses
colors, alpha values and disparities to update the segment colors and shrink or expand the segments accordingly.
The disparity refinement step updates segment disparities by investigating color differences between the views
of a stereo pair. Our method takes a similar approach by shrinking and expanding disparity-layers according to
per-view and cross-view alpha values. Per-view alpha values capture misaligned and mixed pixels at disparity
edges. Instead of color differences between views that do not account for mixed pixels, our method tries to explain
the mixed pixels through foreground and background colors that were computed from different views (cross-view
alpha matting). Bleyer et al.19 initiate their algorithm by computing an initial disparity map, over-segmenting
(using color) the given stereo pair and solving the n-layer matting problem at segment borders. Subsequently,
alternate disparity refinement and alpha matting steps are performed. The disparity refinement step accounts
for mixed pixels by reconstructing them in both views of the stereo pair before investigating color differences

Figure 2. Post-processing of disparity maps based on alpha matting. (a) Input disparity map D and (b) a corresponding
right view Ir of a stereo pair. (c) Segmented disparity-layer Sdr for Ir , and (d) segmented disparity-layer Sdl for left view:
The current layer is marked white. (e)-(f ) Per-view alpha mattes, αdr and αdl , for right view and left view, respectively.
(g) Foreground, i.e., αdr Fdr , for right view and (h) background, i.e, (1 − αdl )Bdl , for left view. (i) Cross-view alpha matte
αdcross . Note that in practice, αdcross is only evaluated for candidate pixels. (j) Corrected disparity map after disparity
reassignment (foreground: white, background: black). Yellow arrows highlight locations of improved disparity errors.

between them. To reduce color ambiguities in alpha matting, disparities are taken into account. Their method
processes a Middlebury scene in approximately 10 minutes.19 Our method consumes 7 seconds to process a
disparity-layer of a Middleburry scene (i.e., with 384 × 288 pixels).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 describes the scope of the proposed disparity postprocessing algorithm. It presents the three main steps of the algorithm, segmentation, alpha matting and
disparity reassignment. In Sec. 3 the proposed algorithm is qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated using
disparity ground truth. Furthermore, we compare the proposed post-processing method to previously published
post-processing methods.1, 2, 4, 9 Finally, Sec. 4 concludes our discussion.

2. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Given an input stereo pair and a derived disparity map, the proposed method iteratively performs three steps:
(1) segmentation of a current disparity-layer, (2) alpha matting and (3) disparity reassignment (i.e., expansion
of the current disparity-layer). These steps are performed consecutively for each disparity-layer, in ascending
order of disparity. Consequently, the reassignment step has a bias towards larger disparities (i.e., closer to the
camera). The ascending order is motivated by the fact that semi-transparent foreground objects are perceived as
foreground objects. Hence, we believe that semi-transparent border pixels that partly belong to the foreground
should more likely be reassigned to foreground disparities. The outputs of this method are a disparity map with
improved alignment of disparity and color edges and, as a byproduct, alpha values for pixels at disparity edges.

2.1 Segmentation
We iteratively segment the input, i.e., a stereo pair (right view Ir , left view Il ) and a derived disparity map D,
into its disparity-layers, i.e., extract a disparity-layer with disparity d ∈ D per iteration. For Ir (e.g., Fig. 2, (b))
and its disparity map (e.g., Fig. 2, (a)) this segmentation results in a binary segmentation mask Sdr ∈ [0, 1] (e.g.,
Fig. 2, (c)). The binary segmentation mask Sdl ∈ [0, 1] (e.g., Fig. 2, (d)) for Il can be obtained by mapping Sdr
into the geometry of Il according to D. Obviously, the main advantage of a segmentation into disparity-layers
(compared to e.g., a color segmentation18, 19 ) is that this segmentation is already predefined by the current
disparity map and thus can be obtained very efficiently. Furthermore, disparity errors such as misalignments of
disparity and color edges, typically occur near the borders of these segments (i.e., at disparity edges). Hence,
the disparity map can be enhanced by shrinking or expanding these segments appropriately. The proposed
algorithm performs this segmentation iteratively by extracting and, when indicated, expanding the currently
regarded disparity-layer d in D (i.e., shrinking a neighboring disparity-layer) in each iteration.

2.2 Alpha Matting
To capture erroneous disparity assignments at segment boundaries, we further assume the current disparity-layer
d overlaps with all other disparity-layers (with larger or lower disparities). Since alpha values (i.e., transparencies
at segment borders) indicate a degree of affiliation to the current disparity-layer versus all other disparity-layers,
the alpha values subsequently can be used to expand the current disparity-layer. To this end, the proposed
algorithm performs two alpha matting steps: (i) per-view alpha matting and (ii) cross-view alpha matting.
Given a binary segmentation mask (e.g., Sdr ) for d, per-view alpha matting computes transparencies at
segment borders (i.e., disparity edges) that are near color edges to capture misaligned and mixed pixels. To this
end, we apply an edge-preserving filtering technique, i.e., guided image filtering (GF), that can be efficiently
implemented as sequence of box filters.1, 20 It has been shown1 that GF approximates a matting algorithm,
when being applied to a binary segmentation mask. To be more precise, the binary segmentation mask (e.g.,
Fig. 2, (c), Sdr ) for d is filtered with guidance of its corresponding view (e.g., Fig. 2, (b), Ir ). Thus, the binary
segmentation mask is smoothed in regions that have similar colors in the corresponding view∗ . To further reduce
the influence of potentially erroneous disparity assignments, we additionally experimented with a weighting of
individual pixels in the filter kernel (GF+W). In particular, pixels with large color differences (i.e., exceed a
constant threshold) between the views of the stereo pair (according the current disparity map) are assigned
smaller weights in the filter kernel than pixels with small color differences. Note that this additional weighting
is independent of a pixel’s neighborhood and can be naturally integrated in the efficient implementation of GF
without increasing its run-time. Per-view alpha matting is performed for each view of the stereo pair. Thus, the
result of this step are two alpha mattes, αdr and αdl (e.g., Fig. 2, (e)-(f)), for Ir and Il , respectively. In these
alpha mattes large alpha values indicate a high degree of affiliation to the currently regarded disparity-layer d.
Consequently, pixels in Ir with large alpha values (i.e., αdr > Tα ) are candidates for possible expansions of d
in D† . Tα ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that controls the considered degree of similarity and hence the number of
candidate pixels.
Given the per-view alpha mattes, αdr and αdl , cross-view alpha matting further investigates the plausibility of
a possible expansion of d with the previously obtained candidate pixels (i.e., αdr > Tα ). In particular, we evaluate
the reassignment of the candidate pixels to d by considering a relaxed color constancy between the views of the
stereo pair. Typically, mixed pixels violate the color consistency assumption (e.g., a semi-transparent object on
two different backgrounds might yield large color differences between Il and Ir ). Therefore, we instead investigate
the involvement of pixels’ foreground colors that are obtained from Ir , in the (mixed) colors of Il . Given the
per-view alpha mattes, αdr and αdl , we can recover the foreground colors Fdr and the background colors Bdr for
Ir and the foreground colors Fdl and background colors Bdl for Il by minimizing (using least squares):21
X
E(Fdr , Bdr ) =
||αdr,i Fdr,i + (1 − αdr,i )Bdr,i − Ir,i ||2 + |∇αdr,i |(||∇Fdr,i ||2 + ||∇Bdr,i ||2 ),
(1)
i∈Ir

E(Fdl , Bdl ) =

X

||αdl,i Fdl,i + (1 − αdl,i )Bdl,i − Il,i ||2 + |∇αdl,i |(||∇Fdl,i ||2 + ||∇Bdl,i ||2 ).

(2)

i∈Il

Here, ∇ denote x and y derivatives. |∇αdr,i | and |∇αdl,i |, are both applied separately for the x and y derivatives
of the foreground colors and the background colors. i are pixels within the respective view of the stereo pair.
The proposed algorithm continues by performing cross-view alpha matting. In particular, we try to explain the
(mixed) colors in Il as a linear combination of Fdr and Bdl : (similar to the alpha computation in sampling based
alpha matting22 )
(Il − Bdl ) · dis(Fdr − Bdl )
.
(3)
αdcross =
||dis(Fdr − Bdl )||2
Here, dis() computes differences (Fdr − Bdl ) in the geometry of Il . In practice, αdcross is only computed for
candidate pixels and their possible new disparity correspondency d. Candidate pixels with valid and large alphas
(i.e., αdcross ∈ [0, 1] and αdcross > Tα ) indicate a large involvement of Fdr in Il and are plausible expansions of
d. Candidate pixels with invalid or small alphas (i.e., αdcross < 0 or αdcross > 1 or αdcross ≤ Tα ) are discarded.
∗
†

The smoothed binary segmentation mask also contains values in between zero and one.
Since D captures disparities for Ir , αdr is used to identify candidate pixels.

Figure 3. Right views from synthetic dataset. From (a) to (f ): Right views for Scene 1 to 6.

2.3 Disparity reassignment
The proposed algorithm proceeds with assigning pixels with large per-view and cross-view alpha values (i.e.,
αdr > Tα and αdcross > Tα ) to the current disparity-layer d (e.g., reassignment result in Fig. 2, (j)). If
reassignments of pixels that are not spatially connected to d are undesired, they can be discarded. Note that the
reassignment step can change the disparities of pixels from disparity-layers with larger and lower disparities than
d. Since this process is applied in ascending order of disparity, disparity-layers with larger disparities (i.e., closer
to the camera) can again reassign these pixels to their respective larger disparity. Consequently, the proposed
algorithm has a bias towards the foreground. The ascending processing order is motivated by the fact that,
semi-transparent foreground objects are perceived as foreground objects.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed approach for quality enhancement of disparity maps is implemented on a PC with a Intel Core
2 Quad, 2.4 GHZ GeForce GTX480 graphics card. The algorithm is mainly implemented in CUDA/C++. For
the computation of foreground and background colors we use a MATLAB implementation provided by Levin
and Lischinski.21 In this configuration our algorithm consumes 7 seconds to process a disparity-layer with a
resolution of 384 × 288 pixels. The implementation (CUDA/C++) of the guided image filter,1 which in the
proposed approach is used for per-view alpha matting, is independent of the filter size and processes a disparitylayer with a resolution of 384 × 288 in 6 milliseconds (for both views).‡ Fig. 4 shows results of the proposed
approach for two scenes from the Middlebury benchmark23 and three scenes from a generated dataset (Fig. 3)
that contains objects with fuzzy object boundaries. The initial disparity maps for these scenes are obtained
by different methods (i.e., degenerated disparity ground truth for Scene 3 and 4, OpenCV 2.4.7 stereo matcher
for Scene 5 and Moebius, Cost-Volume Filtering9 for Teddy). The corresponding error maps (c) indicate a
reduction of errors near disparity edges. The shown results are accompanied by corresponding novel views (d)
and alpha values (e) at each pixel position (according to its respective disparity-layer), which are a byproduct
of the proposed approach. As can be seen in (f), the alpha values can be used for the extraction or the removal
of disparity-layers and to sharp color edges at disparity edges.§ The shown results are obtained by the proposed
approach with Tα = 0.5. Fig. 5 further illustrates the effect of changing the parameter Tα . As illustrated, a
lower Tα captures more mixed pixels, but can at the same time introduce errors in regions with similar colors.

3.1 Evaluation on Synthetically Generated Dataset
We evaluate (Fig. 7 and Table 1) the proposed approach for quality enhancement of disparity maps on a synthetically generated dataset (Fig. 3) that consists of six images (with a resolution of 1200 × 797 pixels) that
contain objects with fuzzy object borders (e.g., fur). This dataset contains stereo pairs with corresponding disparity ground truth for various alpha thresholds. Specifically, for a scene such as the one shown in Fig. 6 (i.e.,
Scene 4 ), we paste three fuzzy foreground objects with known ground truth alpha values (a)-(c) and (f)-(h),
that are provided by an alpha matting evaluation benchmark,24 on a fixed background image (d). To obtain an
additional view (i), which is needed to build a stereo pair, the foreground objects are again pasted on the same
fixed background image, but at a shifted position (horizontal offset) compared to the previously generated view.
To further model possible illumination changes, we darken the colors of the background images beforehand. The
‡

The number of disparity-layers varies across scenes. E.g., ground truth disparity maps in the synthetic dataset contain
four disparity-layers. Tsukuba’s disparity map that was estimated by Cost-Volume Filtering9 contains 11 disparity-layers.
§
In these applications remaining disparity errors or color similarities in fore- and background can introduce artifacts.

Figure 4. Results of the proposed method. (a) Input disparity maps obtained by degenerating the ground truth (GT)
(Scene 3 and 4 ), the OpenCV 2.4.7 stereo matcher (Scene 5 and Moebius), Cost-Volume Filtering9 (Teddy). (b) Corresponding post-processed disparity maps: Foreground white, background black. The disparities are scaled for visualization.
(c) Disparity error (i.e, disparity difference to GT > 1): Remaining disparity errors are marked black. Corrected disparities are marked green. Newly introduced disparity errors are marked red. Note the corrected disparities at disparity edges.
(d) Novel views: Disocclusions are marked black. (e) Alpha values (according to respectively assigned disparity-layer).
(f ) Possible applications, including sharpening of colors at disparity edges, soft segmentation of disparity-layers (i.e., F α)
and removal of disparity-layers (i.e., B(1 − α)).

Figure 5. Effect of changing Tα . (a) Input disparity (i.e., Dα=1.0 ) and corresponding input stereo view. Disparity map
processed with the proposed algorithm (top) for (b) Tα = 0.7 (c) Tα = 0.5 (d) Tα = 0.2 and corresponding error mask
according to Dα=0.5 (bottom). Lower Tα capture more mixed pixels, but might introduce errors in locally similar regions.

known horizontal offsets can be used to obtain ground truth (GT) disparity maps for the generated stereo pair.
In particular, we are able to generate disparity maps D for different alpha thresholds, i.e., in which mixed pixels
are only assigned to foreground disparities if they exceed the given threshold (e.g., Dα>0.2 in (e) or Dα>0.7 in
(j)). Mixed pixel with smaller alpha values are assigned to their respective background disparities. Note that
the disparity GT generated with this method does not contain mixed disparities for mixed pixels.
In Table 1 and Fig. 7 the proposed method (with Tα = 0.5) is evaluated and compared to related disparity

Figure 6. Synthetic dataset (e.g., Scene 4 ). Foreground objects (a)-(c) and corresponding alpha mattes α (f )-(h) from
alpha matting evaluation benchmark.24 Generated stereo pair (d) and (i). GT disparities at Dα>0.2 (e) and Dα>0.7 (j) for
(d). Note that in Dα>0.7 fewer pixels, i.e., only pixels with α > 0.7, are assigned to foreground disparities. (Foreground
white, background black. The disparities are scaled for visualization.)

post-processing approaches on the described synthetically generated dataset with Dα=0.5 . The proposed and the
related filter-based post-processing approaches are used to enhance two initial disparity maps: (i) Dα=1.0 (i.e.,
only solid pixels are assigned to foreground disparities) and (ii) a disparity map that was estimated by the stereo
matcher in OpenCV 2.4.7. Throughout this evaluation, all investigated post-processing approaches, including
the median filter (MF), are applied in the same local neighborhood with the radius r = 40 pixels. Post-processing
techniques that involve guided filtering, i.e., the proposed method, guided image filtering1 with (GF+W) and
without (GF) additional weighting and cross-based local multipoint filtering2 (CLMF¶ ), are applied with the
same constant guided filter parameters: r = 40,  = 0.0012 . Filter techniques that are based on the bilateral
filter, i.e., the joint bilateral filter4 (JBF) and the joint bilateral weighted median filter9 (JBMFk ), are applied
with the following corresponding constant bilateral filter parameters: r = 40, σs = r, σr = 0.001. It can be seen
(Table 1, Fig. 7 and Fig. 4, Scene 3-5 ) that the proposed disparity enhancement approach reduces the disparity
error and captures disparities from mixed pixels at disparity edges without introducing mixed disparities. This
is not the case for all investigated competitors. For JBF, GF, GF+W and CLMF even a small smoothing effect
at disparity edges∗∗ can introduce mixed disparities and cause derivations from a GT disparity map. This effect
is especially visible at edges with large disparity differences (e.g., Fig. 7, donkey versus background). Note that
these derivations can lead to object deformations in novel views that are generated from them (e.g., fur seems to
bend towards the background). We also observe reductions of the overall disparity error of less accurate disparity
maps (i.e., est in Table 1 and Fig. 4, Scene 5 ) when using MF or JBMF.

3.2 Evaluation using Middlebury Benchmark
We additionally evaluate the proposed method using six scenes from the Middlebury benchmark.23 In contrast
to the synthetically generated dataset (Sec. 3.1), this dataset contains slanted surfaces, but fewer fuzzy object
borders. The evaluation is performed for two initial disparity maps: (i) est 9 is estimated by a state-of-the-art
stereo matcher, i.e., Cost-Volume Filtering9 and (ii) est is estimated by the stereo matcher in OpenCV 2.4.7
(i.e., block matching). Throughout this evaluation, all investigated post-processing approaches are applied in
the same local neighborhood r = 9. Except for this radius, the same filter parameters as in Sec. 3.1 are used.
It can be seen (Table 2 and Fig. 4, Moebius and Teddy) that the proposed algorithm reduces misalignments
of disparity and color edges. We observe limitations in scenes with similar fore- and background colors (e.g.,
¶

Additional CLMF2 parameter: τ = 10/255.
Contrary to Hosni et al.,9 we apply JBMF to all pixels of a disparity map.
∗∗
Note that the filter parameters of the investigated filters, including the proposed filter, can be adjusted to further
reduce the smoothing effect. For example, smaller r reduce the smoothing effect, but also capture fewer mixed pixels.
k

Figure 7. Evaluation results of Scene 1 of the synthetically generated dataset for: (a) unprocessed erroneous disparity
map that captures foreground disparities only at solid (α = 1.0) pixels, and with additional post-processing with (b) the
proposed approach (r = 40,  = 0.0012 , Tα = 0.5), (c) JBF4 (r = 40, σs = r, σr = 0.001), (d) JBMF9 (r = 40, σs = r,
σr = 0.001) and (e) GF1 (r = 40,  = 0.0012 ). Processed disparity maps are rounded to integers. Disparity errors
(disparity difference to GT > 1) are color coded: Black pixels denote disparity errors. Corrected disparities are marked
green. Newly introduced disparity errors are marked red. Disocclusions in novel views are marked black.

Cones) and quite erroneous disparity maps (i.e., est). Concerning the latter, the proposed method also reduces
errors near disparity edges, but in the investigated scenes MF is able to remove errors in larger regions of the
disparity maps and thus reduces the disparity error more significantly. However, note that MF is independent of
the corresponding color images and hence might introduce further misalignments of disparity and color edges.
Table 1. Quantitative evaluation of the proposed disparity map enhancement approach on a synthetically generated dataset
(Scene 1 to 6 ) with GT disparities (i.e., Dα>0.5 ). The table lists the error (disparity difference to GT > 1) percentages
for two initial disparity maps: (i) sol initially contains GT disparities for solid (α = 1.0) foreground pixels. Mixed pixels
(α < 1.0) are assigned to the respective background disparities. (ii) unprocessed est is estimated by a stereo matcher in
OpenCV 2.4.7 (i.e., block matching). The best result in each column is in bold print.

Ours
None
JBF4
JBMF9
MF
GF1
GF1 +W
CLMF12
CLMF02

Scene 1
sol
est
0.79 1.86
1.23
2.60
6.88 11.76
1.22
2.48
2.31
3.23
8.12 13.80
7.59 12.54
9.62 11.23
6.34
8.69

Scene 2
sol
est
1.08 2.48
1.51
2.64
7.13 10.61
1.50
2.58
2.33
3.09
10.21 15.17
10.31 14.38
11.00 12.52
7.00
8.60

Scene 3
sol
est
0.72 2.37
1.92
2.86
10.02 12.24
1.92
2.79
4.03
3.46
14.18 17.49
13.81 16.20
13.13 12.50
11.04 10.42

Scene 4
sol
est
1.70 2.25
2.55
2.95
11.59 19.44
2.48
2.55
3.44
2.48
15.02 26.40
14.42 24.75
14.16 18.62
9.69 13.43

Scene 5
sol
est
4.95 4.51
5.89
5.48
17.75 22.39
5.87
5.40
8.88
6.53
23.18 28.58
23.07 26.83
23.86 23.54
19.45 19.62

Scene 6
sol
est
2.97 5.06
3.62
6.32
14.27 24.54
3.61
6.16
4.76
6.28
18.31 31.78
17.59 30.03
18.54 24.49
11.89 18.53

4. CONCLUSION
We proposed an efficient disparity map enhancement method that improves the alignment of disparity and color
edges even in the presence of mixed pixels and provides alpha values as a byproduct. Our main contribution
was to address mixed pixels at disparity edges without introducing mixed disparities that can lead to object
deformations in synthesized views. To this end, the proposed disparity map post-processing method iteratively
segments a scene into its disparity-layers and reassigns the disparity of pixels with affiliations (i.e., per-view
and cross-view alpha values) to adjacent disparity-layers. We qualitatively and quantitatively showed that the
proposed method is able to reduce disparity errors in the addressed regions.
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